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Tempo di Marcia

Hear that bugle sounding in the yard
See them all on guard
The Captain shouting hard
Soldiers marching

in their colours gay
Hear them singing their voices ringing because they're on their way.
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CHORUS

We're coming over. There's nothing to stop us now. We're coming over. We've given our pledge and vow. The Army, the Navy, Are ready to make a show. And of course, there's the Air Force all set to have a go. We're coming over. You didn't think we would fight. We are out to show the world that we are right. Remember September. That Britons shall never be slaves. We're coming over. There's nothing to stop us now.
“WE’RE COMING OVER”
“There’s Nothing to Stop Us Now”
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Everywhere the sound of tramping feet,
On Avenue and Street,
You hear their measured beat.
Britain’s calling, do they want to go,
Hear them singing their voices ringing,
Here, Itler arf a’mo.

See those boys there way up in the sky,
As eagle like they fly,
It’s their’s to do or die,
Fearless, dauntless, foremost in the fray,
Oh Mr. Hitler’s missed the bus,
For we are on our way.
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With spirit and not too slow (M.M. \( \frac{3}{4} \))

Sing a right good swing-ing song,
It will car-ry you a-long,
Tho' the skies be frown-ing black to-day,
Soon the clouds will roll a-way, If you're feel-ing sort of blue,
Dont for-get there's more like you,
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